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Secrets and Spies at Churchill War Rooms  

 
From September 2013, a series of secret and spy-themed events will take place beneath the streets of 

Whitehall, in Churchill’s secret underground bunker. These events include a lecture from Simon Pearson 

on his book The Great Escaper, following the sold out lecture by historian, Clare Mulley’s talk on her new 

book The Spy Who Loved and an espionage themed late night opening.  

 

Secrets and Spies Late at Churchill War Rooms 
Friday 4 October 2013 

6.30pm – 9.30pm  

 

Churchill War Rooms will present London’s most unique night out this autumn. Experience Churchill War 

Rooms as never before, step back in time to a world of 1940s espionage and embark on a secret mission 

to discover if you have what it takes to reach the standard of a Special Operations Executive (SOE) under 

Churchill’s government. 

 

Take part in a spy challenge, decode hidden devices against the clock and seek out spy bugs planted 

around the site, using GPS devices.  

 

Encounter a SOE agent reenacting some of the most famous secret missions of Second World War and 

watch an official SOE recruitment film from IWM’s archives.  

 

In the spirit of the era, there will be 1940s themed drinks and those who complete the spy challenge will 

be entered into a draw to win a spy-themed weekend away and a private tour of Churchill War Rooms. 

 

1940s vintage attire encouraged. 

Tickets: Adults, £17 Concessions, £13.60 

 

Simon Pearson - The Great Escaper 
Tuesday 15 October 2013 

7pm – 9pm (Doors open 6.30pm) 

 

Author and Times journalist Simon Pearson will discuss  the extraordinary story of Roger Bushell, known 

as Big X, a prisoner of war noted for masterminding the ‘Great Escape’ at the infamous Stalag Luft III 

camp. 

 

Drawing on new evidence from Bushell’s own private papers, donated to IWM by his family in 2011, and 

research for his new biography about Bushell, The Great Escaper, Pearson takes a closer look at this 

complex and charismatic man, revealing the unique part he played in the fight against Nazism. 

 

Simon will be happy to sign copies of his new biography, The Great Escaper, which will be available for 

purchase after the event. 

 



‘A gripping biography... Pearson has done uncommonly well in this, his first book, to unearth so 

much’ - Max Hastings, Sunday Times 

  

‘Told with wonderful relish by Simon Pearson, who has undoubtedly produced the definitive 

biography of Bushell’ -- Daily Express 

  

‘The Great Escaper is a compelling narrative, one which paints a convincing picture of a true war 

hero’ - The Times  

 

Tickets for Churchill Lectures: Adults, £17 Concessions, £13.60 

Ticket price includes entrance to the Churchill Lecture and an opportunity to visit the Churchill War 

Rooms 

 

– Ends – 

 

Notes to Editors 

 

For further press information contact: Nina Dellow, Senior Press Officer, 020 7091 3069, 

ndellow@iwm.org.uk  

 

Secrets and Spies  

From July – November 2013 IWM London, HMS Belfast and Churchill War Rooms will host a range of 

events and activities themed on the fascinating world of secret intelligence, beginning with our major 

family exhibition – Horrible Histories: Spies  – at IWM London, based on the bestselling children’s book by 

Terry Deary. There will be October half term spy-themed activities for children, including Martin Brown 

Draws Horrible Histories, a drawing workshop run by Horrible Histories illustrator, Martin Brown.  

 

For further details about our Secrets and Spies events, visit http://www.iwm.org.uk/events  

 

Churchill War Rooms  

Churchill War Rooms was the secret underground headquarters where Winston Churchill and his team 

directed the course of the Second World War. We show visitors where the staff lived and worked, explain 

how the decisions made here changed the course of history and reveal Churchill himself and his role in 

British history. 

 

Open Daily: 9.30am – 6pm. Last admission 5pm. (Closed 24 – 26 December). 

Admission*: £17.00 Adults; £13.60 Concessions (Senior, Student, Disabled); Children (under 16) Free; 

Special rates for groups of ten plus. 

 

Churchill War Rooms, Clive Steps, King Charles Street, London, SW1A 2AQ 

T: +44 (0)20 7930 6961   

E: cwr@iwm.org.uk 

iwm.org.uk  / @I_W_M / www.facebook.com/churchillwarrooms  

 

* Please note entry prices include a voluntary donation, making a valuable contribution to the care and 

conservation of this historic site 

 

IWM  

IWM (Imperial War Museums) tells the story of people who have lived, fought and died in conflicts 

involving Britain and the Commonwealth since the First World War. 

 

Our unique Collections, made up of the everyday and the exceptional, reveal stories of people, places, 

ideas and events. Using these, we tell vivid personal stories and create powerful physical experiences 

across our five museums that reflect the realities of war as both a destructive and creative force. We 
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challenge people to look at conflict from different perspectives, enriching their understanding of the 

causes, course and consequences of war and its impact on people’s lives. 

 

IWM’s five branches which attract over 2 million visitors each year are IWM London, IWM’s flagship 

branch that is transforming with new First World War Galleries and Atrium space opening in 2014 to mark 

the Centenary of the First World War; IWM North, housed in an iconic award-winning building designed 

by Daniel Libeskind; IWM Duxford, a world renowned aviation museum and Britain's best preserved 

wartime airfield; Churchill War Rooms, housed in Churchill’s secret headquarters below Whitehall; and 

the Second World War cruiser HMS Belfast.  

 

First World War Centenary 

2014 - 2018 marks the centenary of the First World War, a landmark anniversary for 

Britain and the world. IWM will mark the centenary by leading a vibrant, four year 

programme of cultural activities across the country, including the opening of brand new 

First World War Galleries at IWM London in 2014. For more information visit 

www.1914.org 

 

http://www.1914.org/

